
“VOYOVOY.COM”, A VANGUARD MEXICAN
TRAVEL AGENCY OFFERING TOP-NOTCH
EXCURSIONS AND ACTIVITIES IN MEXICO

FOUNDED IN 2020, THE TRAVEL AGENCY

IS CHANGING THE WAY TRAVELERS CAN

BOOK EXCURSIONS IN THE MEXICAN

CARIBBEAN AND DEPLOYING GROWTH

STRATEGIES WITH NEW PRODUCTS

CANCUN, QUINTANA ROO, MEXICO,

November 10, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Voyovoy.com, a

trendsetter travel agency in Cancun,

Mexico is currently undergoing major

strategies and growing its product

inventory showcasing the best

activities and excursions in Cancun and the whole Mexican Caribbean. 

The Mexican travel agency was founded in the middle of the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic

At ‘Voyovoy.com’ we are

committed to delivering

unique experiences for

travelers looking for the

best excursions in Mexico

and working very hard to

bring new experiences to

new destinations in Mexico.”

Mario Menéndez, CEO of

Voyovoy.com

which certainly affected its operations. However, the

owners and management team noticed a great

opportunity to improve their travel products and started to

work in a wide strategy to promote and distribute their

tours to locals and the surrounding area customers.

“Voyovoy” is a Mexican phrase that translates in English as

“I’m going whatever it takes”, reaffirming the passion for

travel of its customers.

“At ‘Voyovoy.com’ we are committed to delivering unique

experiences for adventure travelers looking for the best

tours and activities in Cancun and the Mexican Caribbean.

Our dedicated team strives to offer tourists visiting our destinations a memorable experience

during their vacations. I am also very proud of the upcoming results derived from common

efforts, strategies, and continuous growth of our adventure-dedicated travel agency despite the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.voyovoy.com/
https://www.voyovoy.com/activities-in-cancun/
https://www.voyovoy.com/activities-in-cancun/


pandemic. At Voyovoy.com we believe

that the best is yet to come and we are

working very hard to bring new

experiences to our loyal customers in

new destinations in Mexico,”

mentioned Mario Menéndez, CEO of

Voyovoy.com.

It is worth mentioning that

Voyovoy.com features ground

transportation, tours, boat excursions,

and a wide array of activities in major

destinations in the Mexican Caribbean

with outstanding quality services that

have been positively reviewed in

Tripadvisor.

Additionally, Mario Menéndez also

mentioned: “We are currently looking

for the best tours and activities in new

destinations like Los Cabos with soon-

to-come activities for travelers

planning their trips to this beautiful

beach place. We are also improving

and innovating with high-end secure

technology platforms for our clients

that can rely on in regards of payment

options and booking confirmations.”

Furthermore, Voyovoy.com only works

with the best providers in destination and ensures that all of them comply with safe and clean

procedures, that include disinfection of transportation before and after each service, providing

antibacterial gel, and enforcing the use of facial masks on board.

About: 

Voyovoy.com is an innovative Mexican travel agency specialized in offering activities and

excursions in major destinations in the Mexican Caribbean, including Cancun, Playa del Carmen,

Tulum, Riviera Maya, the Yucatan peninsula, as well as colonial cities like Mexico City.

Sandra Menéndez

VoyoVoy.com

+52 1 998 214 4965

contact@voyovoy.com

https://www.voyovoy.com/activities-in-riviera-maya/
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